Contact domains are closely linked to gene regulation and lineage commitment, while current understanding of contact domains and their boundaries is still limited. Here, we present a novel method HiCDB, which is constructively based on local relative insulation metric and multi-scale aggregation approach to detect contact domain boundaries (CDBs) on Hi-C maps. Compared with other 'state-of-art' methods, HiCDB shows improved sensitivity and specificity in determining CDBs at various Hi-C resolutions. The superiority of HiCDB enabled us to study the epigenetic features of detected CDBs and showed enrichment of architectural proteins and cell-typespecific transcription factor binding sites at CDBs. The further comparison of GM12878 and IMR90 Hi-C datasets suggested that cell-type-specific CDBs are marked by active regulatory signals and correlate with activation of nearby cell identity genes.
INTRODUCTION
Chromatin organization and its functions in both gene regulation and cell identity have drawn great attention in cell biology researches. Recent developments in sequencing and imaging technologies have led to unprecedented progresses toward understanding chromatin organization (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . One of the most striking features of chromatin configuration is the squares with enhanced contact frequencies tiling the diagonal of chromatin interaction matrixes observed in Hi-C data (6) (7) (8) (9) . These squares were originally observed in the 40-kb resolution Hi-C maps and referred as topologically associating domains (TADs) by Dixon et al. (7) . With increased sequencing depth, Rao et al. showed that there are contact domains within the megabase-sized chromatin domains (8) . Phillips-Cremins et al. elucidated that cell-type-specific chromatin organization occurs at this sub-megabase scale by looking into the chromosome conformation around six key developmentally regulated genes based on chromosome conformation capture carbon copy (5C) data (10) . These cell-type-specific contact domains were also reported in regulation of HoxA genes in limbs development (11) . It has also been demonstrated that changes of contact domains are accompanied by alternations in histone modifications and long-term contact pattern (8, 12) . However, few studies have compared the contact domain boundaries (CDBs) across cell types systemically or uncovered the association between CDBs and genome-wide histone modifications as well as transcription. Herein, sensitive and robust CDB detection methods are of great demand to reveal the function of the CDBs. In particular, deep-sequencing data are preferred for detecting more CDBs, which require the CDB detection methods to be computationally efficient in processing high-resolution Hi-C data.
Several computational methods have been proposed to detect chromatin domains or their boundaries on Hi-C maps (7, 8, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . These methods can be categorized into 1D statistic-based methods and 2D contact matrix-based methods. The 1D statistic-based methods, such as directionality index (DI), Insulation score and TopDom, calculated a 1D statistic for each bin by averaging interaction frequencies in sliding windows on the original contact matrix (7, 15, 16) . In the DI method, first, a metric called DI was proposed to define the direction preference of each bin in contact with 2 Mb upstream and 2 Mb downstream; then, a hidden Markov model was used to determine the domain boundaries by identifying interaction transitions from the upstream to the downstream (7) . The Insulation score method assigned an insulation score to each bin by aggregating interactions of nearby regions. The local minimums of the insulation profile were identified as TAD boundaries (15) . As a modification of Insulation score, the TopDom method fitted a piecewise linear function to the insulation profile and conducted a statistical test to reduce false positives (16) . On the contrary, the 2D contact matrix-based methods utilized global information of the contact matrix instead of the local information captured by 1D statistic. Armatus quantified the domain quality by a scoring function and identified consistent domain pattern across several resolutions (14) . HiCseg formulated the TAD detection problem into a 2D segmentation problem and computed the segmentation via the maximum likelihood, which has a high computational complexity (13) . IC-Finder performed hierarchical clustering on the whole Hi-C map to partition the genome into a hierarchical organization, leading to results affected by long-term interaction patterns (20) . The Arrowhead method transformed the original contact matrix into an arrowhead-shaped matrix that exaggerated the original edges of the domains and then identified hierarchical domains by heuristically searching for the arrowhead corner pattern (8) . The DI, Insulation score and TopDom methods were initially designed to detect TAD boundaries on relatively low-resolution Hi-C data. It has been suggested that they could be applied to detect smaller scale contact domains by tuning parameters such as the size of the insulation or DI windows (24) . However, their performances in detecting smaller scale CDBs have not been tested on highresolution data.
In general, most of the methods were troubled by heuristic tuning parameters and were not tested on data of different sequencing depths. Meanwhile, the lack of robust tools restricts systematic detection of differential CDBs across cell types and sequential functional analysis. Hence, we introduce HiCDB, a local insulation metric based approach that was designed to fill the gaps with improved abilities in (i) accurate CDB detection, (ii) less parameter tuning, (iii) handling Hi-C data with different resolutions, (iv) sufficient robustness to facilitate differential CDB detection, (v) lower computational cost and (vi) a convenient visualization interface.
In addition to overwhelming performance improvement of HiCDB, we were able to further investigate several biological questions tightly related to CDBs, namely: what are the functional features of CDBs? How do these CDBs vary across different cell types? What is the function of differential CDBs? By systematically relating CDBs to several kinds of epigenetic and transcriptional data, the results yielded many insights into these questions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview of the HiCDB method
The rationale behind HiCDB is that CDBs are local peaks with high insulation strength. To measure the insulation strength, a metric called the local relative insulation (LRI), which converts 2D Hi-C maps into a 1D vector, was proposed in HiCDB. HiCDB goes through the following steps to identify the CDBs ( Figure 1A) . First, to avoid massive parameter tuning, HiCDB calculates the relative insulation RI(w, s) under different window sizes instead of using only one specific window size parameter, which occurs in other methods. Mathematically, for each genomic locus s between bins k and k + 1, given the window size w, RI(w, s) is defined as follows:
where U, D and B are the total interaction frequencies of the upstream, downstream and intermediate regions, respectively ( Figure 1A , see the upper right quadrant):
Compared with the self-association of the upstream or downstream regions, the rarer the intermediate interactions (insulation) are, the larger RI(w, s) will be. Then, HiCDB averages the RI under different window sizes to facilitate robust detection of the CDBs:
RI(w, s).
The average RI makes the original domain borders more pronounced ( Figure 1A) . Thus, the local maximum peaks of the average RI are detected as the candidate CDBs by the MATLAB built-in function findpeaks. A genomic locus is declared to be a local peak if its average RI value is greater than or unilaterally equal to its left and right neighbors. With the minimum peak distance d specified, HiCDB will ignore small peaks that occur within d bins of a larger peak. At last, HiCDB calculates the LRI by subtracting the local background of the average RI to further enhance robust CDB signals:
where lower envelope is the local minimum peak envelope of a signal determined with linear interpolation over the local minima. The LRI threshold can be manually adjusted to obtain the final CDB outputs from the candidate CDBs or kept as the default HiCDB cutoff option based on CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) motif enrichment.
The LRI metric combines both the self-association and the insulation properties of contact domains to detect CDBs, while the previous methods utilized only a single property. For instance, Insulation score and TopDom measured the absolute insulation (AI) of domain boundaries without referring to the local backgrounds, which had the tendency to underestimate the insulation strength of the CDBs in active regions (15, 16) . In these models, for each genomic locus s, the average AI was calculated by averaging only the between interactions (B):
B(w, s).
A schematic representation of the differences between the AI and LRI is shown in Figure 1B . CDB1 represents a CDB with high AI and high LRI, whereas CDB2 represents a CDB with low AI but high LRI in a densely self-associated contact domain. The LRI metric is preferred over the AI, in terms of making the insulation strength metric comparable across the genome and differentiating more CDBs from noise, including the CDBs within regions of overall higher contact frequencies.
In summary, HiCDB tries to improve its sensitivity in CDB detection by considering both self-association and insulation property of contact domains, as well as its specificity by applying multi-scale aggregation and background removal.
HiCDB cutoff option
Domain boundaries were reported to be occupied by the architectural protein CTCF (8, 25, 26) . Two recent studies have further revealed that the degradation of endogenous CTCF or cohesin eliminates domain insulation and chromatin loops (27, 28) . Therefore, HiCDB also provides a biologically meaningful CDB cutoff option that takes the CTCF motif enrichment into consideration based on a method adapted from gene set enrichment analysis (29, 30) . When the HiCDB cutoff option is declared, HiCDB will first rank the candidate CDBs according to their LRI. Then, an enrichment score ES is calculated by going through the list, which reflects the CTCF motif enrichment at the top of the candidate CDB list. ES(i ) is defined as follows:
ES is a running-sum statistic, which increases when it encounters a peak with the CTCF motif and decreases other-wise. S represents the set of candidate CDBs with the CTCF motif. L i denotes the i th candidate CDBs. LRI i represents the LRI of the i th candidate CDBs. N hit is the number of candidate CDBs in S, while N is the total number of candidate CDBs. The LRI at the maximum ES is chosen as the CDB detection cutoff since the candidate CDBs are less reliable after the maximum ES (Supplementary Figure S1) . The candidate CDBs with a higher LRI than the cutoff are all kept in the final results including those without CTCF motif. This cutoff option keeps a balance between the CDB detection number and the CTCF enrichment, but it does not bias the CTCF enrichment on the HiCDB-detected CDBs (as seen in Supplementary Figure S3 ). The whole genome CTCF motif loci are obtained by using HOMER motif analysis with the CTCF PWM matrix from the JASPAR database (31, 32) .
Differential CDB detection option
To identify differential boundaries on Hi-C data with replicates, we calculate the CDBs on the merged raw Hi-C matrix of each condition and pool the resulting CDBs together first. The CDBs within one bin of each other are merged. Then, HiCDB calculates the average RIs across the replicates for each genomic bin after the in-sample, library size and between-replicate normalizations of Hi-C maps. KR normalization is used on each replicates to correct the insample bias (33) . Then a size factor for correcting the library size difference is multiplied to each of the replicates, which is defined as the average matrix sum of all replicates divided by the matrix sum of each of the Hi-C replicates. MA normalization, derived from the MA-plot for genomic data, is further applied to correct the system bias between the replicates of the same condition as previously defined (34) . To control the false positives, only the CDBs detected in one condition are tested for significantly differential or not with their average RIs across samples. A CDB is considered to be differential if the difference of its average RI values between two conditions is above the 90% quantile of the all CDB average RI differences, or its average RI values are significantly different between conditions (P-value <0.05, t test) and the difference is above the 50% quantile of the all CDBs. For Hi-C datasets without replicates, HiCDB detects the CDBs on the library size-normalized matrix of each condition and determines the differential CDBs by intersection.
HiCDB as a CDB analysis pipeline
In practical applications, we implemented HiCDB as a CDB analysis pipeline with additional features ( Figure 1C) . First, KR normalization is performed on the raw Hi-C matrix in either a dense or sparse format. Then, the CDBs are detected on the KR normalized Hi-C map by applying HiCDB. The CDBs pre-calculated for 21 cell types with Hi-C data generated from Schmitt et al. (35) and their consistency across cell types are packaged in HiCDB, which can serve as a reference to annotate the detected CDBs in new samples. In addition, HiCDB provides the differential CDB detections for Hi-C data with or without replicates. At last, HiCDB implements the visualizations for single Hi-C map and comparison between two Hi-C maps with annotated CDBs.
Data sources
The raw matrixes of medium resolution (40-kb) Hi-C data used to compare the CDB detection methods were obtained from http://chromosome.sdsc.edu/mouse/hic/download.html (7) . The higher resolution (10-kb) Hi-C datasets and Hi-C loops detected by HiCCUPS were obtained from NCBI, with accession number GSE63525 (8) . For IMR90, Hi-C matrixes of two replicates were not available, thus the calculated results of Juicer were used (36) . The Hi-C matrixes of 21 human cell lines and primary tissues were obtained from NCBI, with accession number GSE87112 (35) . CTCF and RNA polymerase II (POLR2A) ChIA-PET data of GM12878 cell line were downloaded from NCBI with accession number GSE72816 (26) . All the ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data were downloaded from the ENCODE database (37) . Differential genes were recognized by DESeq2 with adjusted P-value < 0.01 and log2-fold change >1 (38) .
RESULTS
Comparison between HiCDB and existing methods in detecting CDBs
We compared the performance of methods in detecting CDBs using both medium resolution (40-kb) and higher resolution (10-kb) original Hi-C data. Several quantitative standards were measured, including the CDB number, consistency, protein binding enrichment, robustness and time complexity. HiCDB was compared with Armatus, DI, HiCseg, IC-Finder, Insulation and TopDom on the 40-kb datasets. On the 10-kb dataset, DI and HiCseg were excluded from the comparison for their high-computational time complexity, and Arrowhead was included in the comparison because it was designed for loop-resolution Hi-C experiments and called a significantly smaller number of domain boundaries than other methods in 40-kb datasets (36, 39) . For each of these methods except Arrowhead and IC-Finder, we manually fine-tuned the parameters following the instructions to optimize the detection of CDBs (see Supplementary Table S1 ).
First, method consistency was analyzed to reflect the accuracy of CDB detection (Figure 2A and B) . HiCDB detected 5768 CDBs, which was the highest in actual counts on the 40-kb IMR90 dataset, with 76% of them reported by the other methods. On the 10-kb dataset, Arrowhead-identified CDBs yielded the highest consistency ratio of 86%, while HiCDB got a comparable consistency ratio of 85%. Even though Armatus and IC-Finder identified the most CDBs on the 40-and 10-kb datasets, respectively, their consistency ratios and numbers were lower than those of HiCDB.
CTCF and cohesin enrichments were further used to compare the different methods because they are widely accepted characteristics of domain boundaries and are frequently used to compare domain detection methods (14, 16, 17, 19, 40) . POLR2A binding at the CDBs was also considered, as the results showed that active transcription correlates with CDB formation. The proportions of the HiCDB-detected CDBs that overlapped with the CTCF, cohesin and POLR2A-binding sites were all the highest among the methods on both datasets ( Supplementary Figure S2) . Notably, the CTCF binding percentages of the HiCDB-detected CDBs were always the highest for different cutoffs (Supplementary Figure S3) . This superiority could be achieved over a wide configuration range of the parameters (Supplementary Figure S4) .
Furthermore, we inspected the distributions of architectural proteins or histone modification signals at the CDBs via aggregation plot (Figure 2C and D) . Both the architectural proteins and active transcription signals concentrated more at the center of the HiCDB-detected CDBs especially on the 10-kb dataset, whereas the other methods possessed a wider enrichment region, indicating that HiCDB might detect the exact functional loci.
Apart from the high consistency between the detected CDBs of HiCDB and those of the other methods, the CDBs uniquely detected by HiCDB showed a clear insulation border (Supplementary Figure S5) and the strongest enrichment of the architectural and regulatory signals on both Hi-C datasets ( Figure 2E and F). Lower enrichments of the architectural and regulatory signals coinciding with a fuzzy insulation border were observed at the flanking regions of the uniquely predicted CDBs of TopDom, IC-Finder and DI on the 40-kb IMR90 dataset, which means these CDBs were not predicted precisely at their exact loci. Moreover, only HiCDB uniquely predicted CDBs exhibited clear insulation and highly enriched architectural and regulatory signals on the 10-kb GM12878 dataset. Similar results were also found for the 40-kb hESC and 10-kb IMR90 Hi-C datasets (Supplementary Figure S6) .
Meanwhile, HiCDB is quite robust and fast. Reproducibility with replicated datasets is important for evaluating robustness. All methods were applied on the replicates of 40-kb hESC and 10-kb GM12878 Hi-C datasets to obtain their reproducibility ratios. HiCDB outperformed the other methods in terms of the reproducibility ratio under different cutoffs on both resolution ( Figure 2G ). In addition, the time complexity of HiCDB is O(n), where n is the row/column number of the Hi-C contact matrix. HiCDB took ∼2 min to compute the whole genome CDBs, which was two and a half times faster than the second fastest method Insulation score when analyzing 40-kb data. It took ∼10 min to analyze the 10-kb data, making it two times faster than Arrowhead and Insulation score ( Figure 2H ).
HiCDB can identify smaller-scale CDBs accurately
Next, we inspected the CDB distance distributions of different methods ( Figure 3A) . Armatus tended to detect many small regions clustering together on both datasets, as also seen in Figure 3C . The mean HiCDB-detected CDB distances was 505 kb, the smallest among all the methods except for Armatus on the 40-kb dataset. With the 10-kb data, HiCDB, Arrowhead, TopDom and IC-Finder found comparable CDB distances of ∼200 kb. Notably, the CDB distance distributions of Arrowhead and TopDom had two peaks, which means that a fraction of the CDBs detected by these two methods located closely to each other, as also seen in Figure 3C .
In addition to the aforementioned evidence that HiCDB might have the best performance in detecting CDBs, we took the CDBs detected by more than two methods in the 10-kb IMR90 Hi-C matrix as the 'truth' to assess the specificity and sensitivity of the different methods quantitatively at the 40-kb resolution ( Figure 3B ). The rationale is that the CDBs detected based on the 10-kb contact matrix are more accurate and complete than those based on the 40-kb matrix due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio in deepsequencing data. HiCDB outperformed the other methods tested with the highest sensitivity (34.1%) and specificity (69.0%). This again proves that HiCDB can detect smaller scale CDBs more accurately than other methods on 40-kb datasets. The next best performing method was TopDom, with 26.7% sensitivity and 67.5% specificity, followed by ICFinder. The remaining methods, DI, Insulation score and HiCseg, were initially designed for TAD boundary detection in low-resolution Hi-C data, which caused their relatively low sensitivities.
Due to the lack of an appropriate reference to evaluate the performance for the 10-kb dataset, we examined the CDBs detected by different methods in light of other independent epigenetic annotations. A representative twomegabase region of the GM12878 genome (chr21: 32.30-34.30 Mb) is shown ( Figure 3C ), containing 15, 13, 9, 7, 7 and 6 CDBs detected by HiCDB, Arrowhead, Armatus, ICFinder, TopDom and Insulation score, respectively. HiCDB detected five more CDBs besides the accurate identification of the major structures in this region, namely, B1-B5. These uniquely detected CDBs all showed high LRI under the intensely self-associated domains like CDB2 mentioned in the 'Materials and Methods' section. B1, B2 and B3 were located closely to CTCF-mediated loop anchors, whereas B4 and B5 appeared to be the boundary of the POLR2A-mediated loop clusters covered by active histone markers. In addition, Hi-C loops detected in this region tended to be the strong CTCF-mediated loops and failed to predict the loops with anchors like B1-B7 in the intense selfassociated domains. In general, HiCDB can detect smaller scale CDBs accurately from Hi-C data under different resolutions. These detected CDBs are accurately located around the well-known architectural protein (such as CTCF and cohesin)-binding sites and well-documented active regulatory signals. Further, the reproducibility ratio of HiCDB also outperforms the other methods tested, facilitating detection of both the consistent and differential CDBs.
Epigenetic features of CDBs and their relation to both Hi-C loops and ChIA-PET loops
In this section, we verified the functional relations between the predicted CDBs and multiple epigenetic annotations, such as Hi-C loops, ChIA-PET loops and the binding sites of extensive transcription factors (TFs). All the analyses were performed on the GM12878 cell line.
First, the predicted CDBs were overlapped with the chromHMM annotation to reveal their relationship to the chromatin states (41) . In the 40-kb dataset, the CDBs were significantly were enriched with insulators (2.11-fold) and promoters (1.75-fold). Meanwhile, the CDBs detected in the 10-kb dataset were enriched with active promoters (5.86- fold), insulators (3.36-fold) and enhancers (3.23-fold) (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Then, we compared the CDBs with the Hi-C loops defined by HiCCUPs, another structural feature observed in Hi-C maps. Whereas Rao et al. found that 39% of the contact domains were demarcated by the Hi-C loops (8), we also found that 56% of our CDBs were consistent with the Hi-C loop anchors (Supplementary Figure S7) . Based on this observation, we wondered what those CDBs that did not overlap with Hi-C loops were. Results showed that the vast majority (88%) of the specific Hi-C loop anchors and 57% of the specific CDBs were bounded by CTCF loop anchors, while 25% of the specific CDBs were bounded by POLR2A loop anchors independent of CTCF (Supplementary Figure S7 ). These analyses suggest that the CDBs and the Hi-C loops might represent distinct fractions of the looping events on Hi-C maps, where the CDBs reflect more POLR2A-mediated loops. As an example, the CDBs de-tected on a four-megabase region (chr21: 42,50-46,50 M) of GM12878 are presented with multiple annotations in Figure 4A . It is shown that the 40-kb CDBs and Hi-C loops mainly overlapped CTCF ChIA-PET anchors, while the 10-kb CDBs also sketched the anchors of POLR2A interaction clusters. There were 11 CDBs that overlapped with POLR2A loop anchors not predicted as Hi-C loops in this region.
In addition, we wondered whether other proteins would be associated with the CDBs apart from CTCF and POLR2A. Consequently, the CDBs were compared with 229 ChIP-seq datasets of TFs and histone modifications from ENCODE database (37) . Besides architectural proteins, such as CTCF and cohesin, the binding sites of ZNF143, YY1, TRIM22 and additional TFs, such as IKZF1, RUNX3 and BHLHE40, occupied a large percentage of the predicted CDBs ( Figure 4B and Supplementary Table S3 ). The binding sites of TFs, such as RXRA, IRF3, MYC and BRCA1, occupied a relatively low fraction of the predicted CDBs. However, these TFs were enriched by more than 2-and 6-fold at the CDBs than expected under the 40-and 10-kb resolutions, respectively. It is noteworthy that the enrichment folds of many cell-type-specific TFs at the CDBs were higher than those at Hi-C loop anchors (Supplementary Figure S8 ). Impressively, TRIM22 ChIP-positive sites were found in half of the CDBs in the 10-kb data and 61% of the CDBs in the 40-kb data, comparable with the structural regulator cohesin and YY1 (42) . Interestingly, TRIM22 was also reported to be one of the most informative proteins for predicting human chromosome structures (43) . TRIM22 is probably a structural regulator and its functions require further investigation.
In summary, the enrichment of CTCF independent loops and cell-type-specific TFs on CDBs strongly suggests that the CDBs are not only structurally but also functionally related to transcription regulation.
Cell-type-specific CDBs correlate with cell-type-specific histone modification and gene activation
In this section, we described how epigenetic information and transcription patterns might be associated with the differential CDBs. We applied HiCDB with the differential CDB detection option to the 10-kb GM12878 and IMR90 datasets and predicted the GM12878-specific CDBs and IMR90-specific CDBs. The Hi-C aggregation heat maps confirmed the evident gain or loss of insulation at the differential CDBs ( Figure 5A ).
First, we investigated how regulatory elements were enriched at the differential CDBs by aggregating POLR2A, H3K4me3, H3K27ac and H3K27me3 ChIP-seq signals at the CDBs in GM12878 and IMR90 ( Figure 5B ). In GM12878, the active regulatory signals, especially enhancer marker H3K27ac, were found to be more enriched on the GM12878-specifc CDBs than on the IMR90-specifc CDBs. In contrast, H3K27me3, as a repressive histone marker, was depleted at the GM12878-specifc CDBs but more enriched at the IMR90-specifc CDBs (44) . Corresponding results were also observed in IMR90, which indicates that celltype-specific CDBs correlate with cell-type-specific histone modifications.
To examine the functions of these differential CDBs, we performed a gene ontology (GO) terms analysis of genes located within 500 kb of these CDBs (45) . The results showed that the genes nearest to the GM12878-specific CDBs were strongly associated with B cell-related biological processes, such as regulation of B-cell activation and the interferon-␥ -mediated signaling pathway, while the genes nearest to the IMR90-specific CDBs were strongly associated with lung development (Supplementary Figure S9) . The Genes around IMR90-specific CDBs tended to be upregulated in IMR90, while genes around GM12878-specific CDBs tended to be activated in GM12878 and downregulated in IMR90 ( Figure 5C ). These results indicate that the emergence of CDBs are frequently associated with the activation of nearby cell-type-specific genes.
PAX5 is an important regulator of B-cell differentiation, which encodes the B-cell lineage-specific activator protein in early development (46, 47) . PAX5 hypermutation in diffuse large-cell lymphomas as well as PAX5 overexpression associated with the translocation t (9;14) suggest that PAX5 may act as a dominant oncogene in tumorigenesis. HiCDB found extensive CDB changes in the PAX5-nearby region (chr9:36.50-37.50 Mb) in GM12878 compared with IMR90 ( Figure 5D ). Most of the CDBs detected in this region exhibited enhanced active regulatory signals. In addition to the promoter (P) and long-range enhancer of PAX5 discovered by the Hi-C loop, three other enhancers (E1-E3) overlapped the CDBs detected in GM12878. However, P, E1 and E3 were not detectable in IMR90, and PAX5 is not expressed. Other six examples of the cell-type-specific CDBs supported by multiple epigenetic signals further confirmed that cell-type-specific CDBs are marked by cell-typespecific active histone modifications and are associated with the upregulation of nearby cell identity genes (Supplementary Figure S10 ).
In addition, we have also applied our method to 40-kb Hi-C data from 21 human cell lines and primary tissues (35) . A total 37 518 bins were detected as CDBs in at least one cell type and 6615 bins were predicted as CDBs in each cell type on average. Hierarchical clustering analysis of the CDB average RI value revealed similarities among several cell types ( Figure 6 ). The results showed that tissues from the same organ clustered together, for example, the cortex and hippocampus from the brain as well as the aorta, left ventricle and right ventricle from the heart. The cluster of human embryonic stem (ES) cells and other four human EScell-derived lineages in this paper was comparable with the clustering results of the A/B compartments in Dixon et al. (48) .
DISCUSSION
Tremendous efforts have been made to understand the chromatin conformation in development and disease with Hi-C technology over the last decade. However, limited sequencing depth and computational tools restrict most of the studies at TAD and compartment level, which cannot reveal exact regulatory elements or enhancer-promoter loops. Researches of Hi-C data at kilobase resolution focused more on Hi-C loops to reveal the enhancer-promoter loops and treated contact domains as units to study their relations with histone modification (8) . Less attention has been paid to the smaller scale CDBs and their relation to regulatory elements or enhancer-promoter loops.
In this study, we developed an efficient CDB detection method named HiCDB. It can predict more CDBs specifically and robustly from Hi-C maps under multiscale resolutions. These CDBs are mainly CTCF-or POLR2A-mediated loop anchors and enrich both architectural proteins and cell-type-specific TFs, which are different from Hi-C loops bounded mainly by architectural proteins, such as CTCF. We suppose that the protein binding difference between CDBs and Hi-C loops is caused by the different natures of loops mediated by CTCF and POLR2A. Hi-C loops are the local peaks on Hi-C maps, representing the stable loops in bulk cells, which thus enrich CTCF-mediated architectural loops. However, POLR2A-mediated loops are not as stable as CTCF-mediated loops and are generally smaller in size. Some of the POLR2A-mediated loops are not presented as local peaks on Hi-C maps but can be detected as CDBs with limited resolution.
Our results also show that the CDB emergences are not deterministic but are correlated with the upregulation of nearby genes. Whereas TAD boundaries are enriched with housekeeping genes (7), the CDBs are relatively more dynamic. The differential CDBs tend to locate closer to actively transcribed cell identity genes and enrich cell-typespecific active histone modifications. This finding suggests that such CDBs may serve as epigenetic feature representing cell-type-specific local chromatin structure. While our paper was in preparation, a separate group reported an ultrahigh-resolution Hi-C map of mouse neural differentiation and independently confirmed that the local insulation correlates to active transcription by inspecting the insulation changes at gene promoters (49) .
Although HiCDB can detect small scale CDBs accurately and give insights into their potential function, there are still some limitations. The functional epigenetic annotations for the detected CDBs are limited. It is possible to detect hierarchical domains based on HiCDB. However, even if we had detected all the hierarchical domains, we would still not be able to reveal the underlying enhancer-promoter relations because of the so-called 'extrusion domain'. 'Extrusion domain' forms as a by-product of the nearby looping events instead of the interactions between its two anchors, as demonstrated by the loop extrusion model and confirmed by the wild-type genome (50) . At last, there are probably other finer and more sophisticated structures in deep-sequencing Hi-C data that need to be further explored. For example, we noted that many regions showing an LRI lower than the CDB cutoff are also associated with active histone modifications. As more Hi-C datasets become available (51,52), we believe that HiCDB could help gain more insight into 3D chromatin organization and its functional impacts.
DATA AVAILABILITY
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